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New B.C. Place casino will be good for Vancouver 
Garth Mclennan 
Ed"or in Chlet 
A ll last week, proponents and dissidents of the planned B.C. place casino mega-project argued 
their respective cases before Vancouver 
city council as the municipal politicians 
debated the pros and cons to permitting the 
construction of the new casino. 
There were passionate presentations 
from both sides, and a npmber of 
convincing arguments made by both sides, 
but when the deliberations are finished, 
Vancouver city council should vote to 
approve the project. 
Now I'm aware of all the traditional 
arguments against gambling that are trotted 
out whenever th~ prospect of casinos are 
brought into the public forum. Casinos 
supposedly act as a magnet for loan sharks, 
organized crime members and other 
unsavoury individuals. Problem gambling 
skyrockets, which can have a devastatingly 
negative impact on B.C. families. 
When it comes to an increase in 
organized crime, that's an overblown 
argument. The fact is, B.C. has been a 
hotbed for mob figures of all stripes for a 
very long time now, and refusing to expand 
the Vancouver infrastructure in the fear 
that criminals might hang around is, qtlite 
frankly, a bit ridiculous. 
As for problem gambling, well, 
there's no question that it comes with the 
territory when a new casino is built. But 
you know what? So does alcoholism when 
a new liquor store opens. There has to 
come a point in our society when certain 
people stop expecting the government to 
nanny them. We're all responsible adults 
here, and with that comes an expectation 
of responsibility for yourself. There is a 
contingent of people out there who have 
great difficulty with alcohol. ~s that 
mean we should outlaw liquor? Of course 
not; the vast majority of people are capable 
of enjoying a drink without things getting 
out of hand. It's the same situation with 
gambling. The entire experience shouldn't 
be ruined for the rest of us because a few 
people have gambling problems. 
Aside ftom social concerns, there is 
the fear from apprehensive taxpayers that if 
Parago_n fails (it doesn't manage any large-
scale casinos or resorts in Las Vegas), then 
B.C. citizens will be on the hook for the 
bill. 
Now, while it's clear that the ghosts of 
the Olympic Village fiasco are still fresh 
in everyone's minds, the risk (which isn't 
that high) is worth the reward. When the 
new casino, which will replace Edgewater 
Casino, is built, it will be a destination 
resort working in concert with B.C. Place. 
Complete with two .hotel attachments, the 
stadium, retail shops and restaurants, this is 
going to be a place people want to be. It's 
going to generate money for the province 
and for Vancouver (Paragon is projecting 
annual revenue streams totalling figures in 
the neighbourhood of $538 million). 
Vancouver has transformed itself over 
the last 15 years into a truly world class 
city, in large part because of mega-projects 
like this one. With the City's visibility on a 
global scale at an all time high a year out of 
the Olympic Games, expanding on that can 
only be a good thing. 
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Are Douglas Students S.A.D.? 
Weather changes aren't Just conversation starters 
By Jenn Markham 
Seasonal Affective Disorder (SA.D.) is a mood disorder caused by inadequate sun exposure and 
seasonal variations in light. Our internal 
clocks, rhythms and regulators are heavily 
influenced by light. The symptoms for 
SA.D. are exhaustion, chronic sleepiness, 
feelings of sadness, depression, excessive 
eating and weight gain, starchy or 
sugary food cravings and an inability to 
concentrate. One might argue that college 
students suffer from these symptoms all 
year round, and Douglas student Sharon 
Yoshida agrees. "I do suffer from many 
of the symptoms, but I really doubt it's 
because of the weather." 
Another student,Aleisha Husolo, 
said, "I actually really enjoy snow 
and rain sometimes. I do suffer from 
som~ of the symptoms but I don't believe 
that it is because of the weather." Kate 
Hung, also a student disagreed, "I think 
I suffer from all these symptoms from 
time to time during the winter months-
lethargy, feeling down, craving 'comfort 
4 
foods,' lack of motivation" 
"It's hard to draw a cause and effect." 
said Sandy Strate, Counsellor Coordinator 
at Douglas. "We live indoors during 
the winter, but it's hard to draw any 
conclusions because the winter semester 
is generally when things get harder for 
students, especially if they started in 
the faH and didn't get the grades they 
wanted." Strate also mentioned it depends . 
on your beliefs and perceptions around 
it, but four students have reported their 
mood improve lately when the weather 
gets better. 
If ever there was a silver lining,Ally 
Sheane found it when she said, "I actually 
like the rain in the wintertime because it 
makes it feel ok to be depressed. Like you 
wake up and its raining and you know 
it's perfectly acceptable to stay in pj's 
and in bed all day long. In the summer 
time when it's sunny for to long I actually 
crave the rain so I can take a day of life 
and stay in bed." Whatever your case may 
be, it wouldn't be a bad idea to take a 
walk outside to break up studying. 
U shall nof pass! 
By Marla Asselln-Roy, Staff Reporter 
T he U-pass, which was supposed to arrive at Douglas College sometime this summer, is further 
delayed until at least this fall. This is 
because TransLink has not provided their 
agreement with Douglas and Kwantlen 
Polytechnic University. 
Blaine Jensen, Vice President of 
Educational Services at Douglas, says 
"It's very disappointing that our students 
won't have the U-Pass this summer." 
There is disappointment of the Douglas 
College faculty, students, along with 
other remaining institutions that were 
expecting the U-pass. There are now 
negotiations between TransLink, the 
provincial government, and all of the post 
secondary schools of Vancouver will now 
have to focus on receiving the u :Pass by 
September. 
According to Douglas College staff, 
the coalition has notified TransLink that 
in order to receive the U-pass as soon 
as possible, they need to have a contract . 
by April. The 11 institutions, including 
Douglas, are wanting a fair agreement 
that will provide long term benefits to 
students, and in order to fully receive 
that the contractual issues need to be 
sorted out, TransLink and the rest of the 
province is completely aware of students' 
concerns, and will be trying to give all 
metro-Vancouver students' a thirty dollar 
public transit access soon . 
Dougals students roll up the rim 
Tim Hortons contest takes over campus 
By Kate Hunt 
B y this time of year, those red and yellow Tim Hortons cups are ubiquitous around Douglas 
College campuses. With the end of 
February came the beginning of the 25th 
annual Roll Up The Rim To Win contest, 
an eagerly anticipated event that adds an 
element of excitement to students' coffee 
breaks. 
During Roll Up The Rim, customers 
purchasing medium, large or extra-large 
hot beverages will receive special contest 
cups. Each tea or coffee is a new chance 
to roll up the cup's rim in hopes of 
winning a Toyota Matrix, a Panasonic 3D 
TV or, most likely, a free doughnut. 
For many, rolling up the rim is more 
addictive than the caffeine itself. "My 
boyfriend is getting at least three coffees 
a day right now," says Douglas student 
Melissa Mungall. "And I don't even like 
coffee; I just get one for Roll Up The 
Rim!" 
This enthusiasm is not uncommon: 
former Tim Hortons staffer Zoe Klassen 
confirms that business skyrockets during 
the months of the contest. "The regulars 
increase the number of their daily visits, 
and people who don't usually stop by 
for a coffee make a habit of it for the 
duration of the promotion," Klassen says. 
"Free stuff is too good a lure to pass up, 
I guess." 
But for other patrons of the Canadian 
coffee giant, the contest represents 
nothing but disappointment. "I hate Roll 
Up The Rim. I 
always lose," 
says Douglas 
student Arienne 
Mulligan. 
"I know it's 
completely 
random, but I 
feel like I want 
to be rewarded 
for being a 
loyal customer 
all year." 
And still others take no notice of 
the promotion. Douglas student Tina 
Pengelly admits to discarding potential 
winnings as she tosses cups without 
checking for a prize. "I never roll it. I just 
don't notice it. I forget about it and throw 
it away," she says. 
But with the official website listing 
the odds of winning as 1 in 6, coffee 
lovers might want to think twice about 
casting aside their empty cups.ln fact, 
a 2006 lawsuit in Quebec centred on a 
winning cup found by a ten-year-old girl 
on her school playground. The school's 
janitor claimed he had discarded the cup 
and that the prize-a car valued at almost 
$33,000-was rightfully his. The case 
was eventually ruled in favour of the girl, 
whose family was awarded the car. 
The Roll Up The Rim To Win 
contest is on now at both Douglas 
College Tim Hortons locations. Prizes 
must be redeemed by May 22,2011. 
For more information, visitwww. 
rolluptherimtowin.com. 
The world 's thoughts and prayers went out to Japan on Friday, March 11 after the tragic news 
of an 8.9 magnitude earthquake hit the 
north east coast of Japan. This massive 
earthquake sent a tsunami across 
the Pacific Ocean and has killed an 
undetermined amount of people. Cars, 
trucks , and buildings were literally 
swept away as the tsunami seemed to 
engulf the coast of Japan . Shortly after 
this occurred, tsunami warnings were 
plastered all around the globe in order to 
warn people that Australia, the islands 
of the pacific, the west coast of the 
Americas and more were to be affected 
by tsunamis caused by the aftermath of 
the quake. This was one of the strongest 
earthquakes in the last century, and it is 
yet another reminder of the supposed 
upcoming large earthquake to hit 
Vancouver. 
For over eight years now, 
Vancouvrites have heard that we live 
in an extremely vulnerable earthquake 
zone; in fact it is one of the most 
vulnerable in the country. In the area 
that is directly west of Vancouver 
there are two tectonic plates known as 
the Juan de Fuca Strait and the North 
American Plate. We are in what is 
known as a subduction zone, an area 
where the two plates rub against each 
other horizontally. Currently, the North 
American Plate is gradually sliding 
underneath the Juan de Fuca Plate, which 
is continuously building up pressure for 
what is thought to be a major earthquake. 
Because of this location, evidence 
shows that mega earthquakes in other 
subduction zones around the world (such 
as the Indian Ocean earthquake in 2004) 
have measured up to 9.0 on the Richter 
scale, which is huge. Based on current 
geological evidence in the area, these 
massive quakes strike about every 300 
t? 50? years, and we are approximately 
nght m the middle of this time period. 
Ever since the city of Vancouver and 
other surrounding cities such as Portland, 
Seattle, Victoria, and Tofino found out 
about this news , precautions began to 
take place. The mayor of Vancouver 
arranged a construction contract to 
seismically upgrade schools and city 
owned buildings , although they are not 
all completed yet as there are still some 
buildings that could be dangerous and 
vulnerable in an earthquake. However, 
with every new major building being 
built in Vancouver, construction workers 
are doing the best they can to ensure the 
building will be as safe as possible in the 
event of an earthquake. 
Schools , families , and workplaces 
are now preparing for this predicted 
quake. The massive earthquake drill 
that occurred on January 26 at Douglas 
and at several other institutions and 
w~rkplaces across Canada helped people 
gam awareness and understanding of 
this potential earthquake. An earthquake 
could hit B.C. anytime , so Douglas 
College and the other places that 
participated in the earthquake drill are 
~d.vising people to prepare for possible 
lnJUry, damage, and survival for at least 
72 hours without help. In order to help 
prepare at home, it is best to know the 
safe and dangerous areas. 
For example, in the event of an 
earthquake you should stay under a 
heavy desk or an archway of a door, and 
at the college you should do the same. 
It is recommended that families keep 
emergency supplies somewhere in their 
home consisting of food, warm clothes, 
etc. As well as an evacuation pack and 
an emergency kit for your car. For more 
information on how to prepare for this 
earthquake, check out www.pep.bc.ca. 
Douglas College uses the provincial 
emergency preparedness program, which 
states that you must drop cover and 
hold during the event of an earthquake. 
The same as elementary school; drop, 
cover, and hold on for at least one minute 
until the earthquake has completely 
stopped (Be aware of aftershocks) . 
Douglas provides the preparedness 
program online as well as an earthquake 
simulation video and an earthquake 
/ 
preparedness quiz for anyone who wants 
more information. The college also offers 
personal preparedness sessions, which 
are pr~sented by the Health and Safety 
com:rruttees. 
Friday's events gained awareness of 
the severity of earthquakes throughout 
the globe. Because Vancouver is at an 
is 
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extremely similar distance to the faults as 
Japan is , geologist John Clauge at SFU 
claims that "The predicted earthquake 
of Vancouver will have exactly the same 
effect~." The government of B.C. is urging 
all res1dents to be prepared for this massive 
quake. 
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A literary tip of the hat 
BC Book Prizes Shortlists Announced 
By Cody Klyne, Arts Editor 
B ritish Columbia is as talented and diverse as it is diversely talented. From our growing local 
independent film sector and defining 
music scene, to more traditional arts, 
theatre productions, and hilarious 
improv; communities have developed and 
exploded out in every which way across 
the province. Not to be overlooked, BC's 
literary types -writers, novelists, poets, 
editors, and publishers-are as distinct a 
group as any of the aforementioned and, 
with the recent announcement of the BC 
Book Prizes shortlists, now it's their time 
to shine. 
Now in its 27 year, the BC Book 
Prizes continue with what has evolved 
into a tradition of celebrating literary 
excellence across seven categories 
(fiction, non-fiction, poetry, and children's 
lit, to name a few.) This year's shortlists, 
6 
like those of the past, are comprised of 
a number of notables (including Jack 
Whyte and Douglas Coupland) with the 
lists themselves acting as a reminder of 
the great work being done by both up-
and-coming and veterans of the industry. 
The Prizes provide financial support-
some $14,000 to be distributed this year 
alone-and represent a means for local 
writers to gain face time with the public 
through the BC Book Prizes On Tour 
program (to take place in mid-April) 
which will take a selection of finalists 
to schools, bookstores, and libraries in 
communities throughout the province 
to encourage discussion, reading, and 
writing. 
While the winners won't be 
announced until the Lieutenant 
Governor's Gala onApril21, more 
information, including the complete 
shortlists, is available now online at www. 
bcbookprizes.ca. 
A discussion with actor Marc Williams 
Twelfth Night on now until March 19 
By Angela Espinoza, Arts Reviewer 
W ith the Douglas College rendition of Shakespeare's Twelfth Night, 'or What You 
Will' now underway, only six shows 
remain until Saturday, March 19. For 
those who've yet to see their peers take 
on this classic romantic comedy, here to 
help me entice you folks is actor Marc 
Williams. Some of you may remember 
Marc from his recent role as Skelly 
Mannor in last semester 's showing of 
The Rimers of Eldritch. Here, Marc will 
elaborate on his role in Twelfth Night, his 
experiences behind the scenes, and what 
readers can look forward to in upcoming 
performances. 
Angela Espinoza: Who is your character 
in 'Twelfth Night'? 
Marc Williams: I play Orsino, the Duke 
of lllyria; he's one of the main characters. 
He is very loved by his people, he's a 
bachelor, and he is in love with Lady 
Olivia. [Orsino] meets up with Cesario/ 
Viola and urges 'him' to go through with a 
plan that'll woo Olivia. 
AE: Have you performed in any previous 
Shakespeare works? 
MW: I did ['The Merchant of Venice'] 
probably about twelve years ago, where I 
played the prince of Morocco, but it was 
different because we didn't have the actual 
formal training. I just got on stage and 
said my lines [without] exactly knowing 
what I was supposed to be saying. That's 
the difference with this year, because now 
we're told to [understand the text], so it 
sounds a little more authentic. 
AE: What's your experience been like 
working with [Director] Thrasso Petras? 
MW: Thrasso's awesome; he's got 
more of a physical approach to working, 
especially with memorizing our lines. 
He's taught us to actually look at the 
punctuation that we see in the words, and 
then allow that to carry us. Eventually 
what you learn with Shakespeare is that 
a lot of the work is done for the actor 
already, just in the text; you don't have to 
get your brain into a completely different 
mode. It's there for you, and then when 
you follow through with that, the text will 
carry itself out the way it's meant to. 
AE: Has Thrasso's approach influenced 
your take on the character of Orsino? 
MW: Yeah, actually, today Thrasso was 
telling me how to cut down on over-acting. 
How I like to approach a situation-
especially my second situation-is to 
get out there and try to make it as big as 
possible, and then leave it to the director 
to chop things down. I learned that you're 
able to be yourself in your character, 
instead of relying on your voice. Just by 
concentrating on the text and what I'm 
supposed to do, it all comes out properly. 
AE: Now that it's started, what will we be 
seeing in 'Twelfth Night'? 
MW: It's going to be an awesome sho'w. 
What's great about this play is that you'll 
be able to pick your favourite character, 
like The Rimers of Eldritch. So you could 
have your choice of say, Sir Toby Belch 
or Sir Andrew Aguecheek [portrayed by 
Charlie Black and Sean Knoll], and you'd 
see the interesting dynamics between 
them. Malvolio especially is going to be 
a very interesting character [as we see his 
outcome], and Feste the Jester [portrayed 
by Lara Deglan] will be singing and 
playing guitar. 
There's also going to be a lot of 
interaction with the audience; it's not 
the type of play where [the audience just 
sits there]. The characters are going to 
be coming out into the audience area, 
so everyone can get involved. Thrasso 
believes that if you're just sitting in the 
theatre watching, then you might as well 
go see a movie; allow the interaction to 
happen. 
Twelfth Night 'or What You Will' is 
playing at the Laura C. Muir Performing 
Arts Theatre. Most shows will be playing 
at 7:30pm, with matinees at 2:00pm. 
Tickets are $8.00 for students with valid 
ID, while general admission is $15.00. 
You can purchase tickets at the door (cash 
only) or online through the Massey Ticket 
Centre. 
Pop Culture Purchases 
Spring Fantasy Fix 
By Cody Klyne, Arts Editor 
I fell victim to fiction at a young age. At Scholastic Book Fairs my innocent child brain was put into a state of 
sheer ecstasy; I couldn't resist the brightly 
coloured covers and whimsical depictions 
of dragons, wizards, and warriors. By the 
end of middle school any reading I did 
outside of class was of the most fictitious 
of the genre: fantasy. 
I've read the obligatory Tolkien, left 
Rowling in my past and, having equipped 
myself with a more discriminatory pallet 
over the past decade, have moved on 
to a roster offantasy's fresh blood (and 
old guard.) With the semester's end just 
around the comer, hopefully signifying 
a renewed freedom for some of you, 
I thought it'd share just a few of my 
top picks (both recently and yet to be 
released) for the months ahead. 
Heroes- Joe Abercrombie 
Bucking the familiar "epic quest" for 
a more focused, but equally epic, look at 
one three-day skirmish between the Union 
and the barbaric Northmen, Heroes is 
setup to be no less bloody and adrenaline-
rich than any of Abercrombie's previous 
works. 
Cody 
W ell kids , it's almost the end of the semester and , chances are, you're all probably 
going a little crazy. Exams, projects, 
presentations, graduation, work, family, 
friends, significant others ... *gasp* there's 
no rest in sight, right? WRONG! Do 
your work. Sure. Get good grades. Fine. 
But don't forget about fun things in your 
life! The sun is staying out later, even 
though the cold bite of winter seems to be 
lingering, and there's plenty of awesome 
fun things to do, see, and hear in and 
around this great city of ours. Cut a few 
comers and live a little, we're in the home 
stretch. Bases loaded. Go for the gold. All 
that junk. Woo! 
Wednesday, Man:h 16 
This Wednesday brings with it 
another evening filled with readings of 
A master of dark, gritty, and gory 
fantasy, Abercrombie's greatest strength 
is in his ability to write about bleak 
situations, cynical characters, and ghastly 
acts of violence with such flair as to make 
it undeniably entertaining. What should 
be a completely satisfying standalone 
novel in its own right, Heroes (like 2009's 
Best Served Cold) takes place in the same 
world as Abercrombie's debut First Law 
Trilogy meaning that there's plenty of . 
room for those reader's looking to dig in 
their heels and invest some time into the 
setting, its rules, characters, and cultures. 
Even though the hardcover dropped 
back in February and has therefore 
been available for some time - because 
I'm OCD and need the trade paperback 
edition to match my other copies of 
Abercrombie's works- this will be my 
must read when April roll~ around and the 
pape!back hits stores. 
Republic of Thieves - Scott Lynch 
2006's Lies of Locke Lamora, book 
one of the Gentleman Bastard series, was 
Lynch's debut and one of my favourite 
books of the year, and that I've read since. 
With The Republic of Thieves finally 
seeing the light of day after a four-year 
lull in activity and near silence on part 
of the author, I'm both excited and filled 
with mild trepidation going forward with 
its release. 
While it's been some time since 
I last reread Lies or its follow-up, Red 
Seas Under Red Skies , what I most 
concretely recall from both of Republic's 
predecessors is Lynch's knack for world 
creation and his ability to throw roguish 
protagonist Locke Lamora into deadly 
situations while having him come out on 
top by the skin of his teeth in plausible 
ways. "Cool" high fantasy is both the 
best, laziest way that I can think to 
describe the world that Lynch has created 
and the largest discredit to his talent as a 
writer. Republic of Thieves might be on 
my list, but I suggest that Lies of Locke 
Lamora be on yours. 
. The Crippled God - Steven Erikson 
The Malazan Book of the Fallen 
series by Canadian novelist Steven 
Erikson is both impressive and entirely 
daunting. Impressive for the fact that after 
ten entries, most of which break the 1000-
pagemark, Erikson's novels not only do 
well both commercially and critically, 
but actually. follow and build on a deeply 
cohesive and intertwining story and world 
of characters, heroes, ancient evils, and 
Overtly peppy edition 
March 16-19 
deliciously rotten writing . "Say What?!" 
hosted by the hilarious Sara Bynoe, pairs 
talented writers, readers, performers, 
and comedians with some of the worst 
published writing on the planet. Part story 
time, part torture, all funny. March's "Say 
What'?!" features readers Brad Duffy, 
Kaitlin Fontana, Bronwen Marsden, and 
more! Head on down to the Cottage Bistro 
on Main for 8:00pm with $5-10 dollars in 
hand and you're good to go. 
Thursday, March 17 
The Arts at One weekly live music 
performance, which highlights great 
local musicians nearly every Thursday 
throughout the semester, is taking place 
at the New West campus in the Laura C. 
Muir Performing Arts Theatre at 1:00pm 
sharp. This week, sit back and enjoy 
the first of two great concerts, featuring 
a collection of scholarship winners. 
Admission is always free and there are 
only a handful of performances left in 
the semes_ter. Don't miss ·your chance! As 
for what to do in the evening ... its Saint 
Patrick's Day ... I shouldn't really have to 
say more than that. 
Friday, March 18 
Keep it classy this Friday and check 
out some local student theatre. Your 
first option: the second to last night of 
Shakespeare's Twelfth Night at Douglas. 
Tickets are $8- 15, doors at 7:30. Second, 
if you happen to be out in North Van (and 
why wouldn't you just happen to be) 
stop by Capilano U for the opening night 
of Cinderella: the Enchanted Edition. 
Doors open at 8:00pm while tickets are 
$8 - 20 and are available online at www. 
capilanou.ca/exit22. 
Saturday, March 19 
For a late afternoon cartoon fix, 
hit up the Rio Theatre for the 4:20pm 
presentation of Spike & Mikes Sick and 
Twisted Festival of Animation. For some 
latent Saint Patty's Day cheer, if you've 
got yourself a taste for Iamb and ale, look 
into finding yourself some tickets to the 
Brewmaster's Dinner .taking place at The 
gods. 
Clearly stated from the start of it all 
back in the late 90s, the release of this 
tenth entry marks the "conclusion" of 
the series proper. While I'm personally 
behind on Erikson- give or take a few 
books and a few more thousand pages 
-it's somehow comforting to know the 
end has come. While writing partner 
Esslemont (who writes one-offs taking 
place in the same universe) may yet carry 
the touch for years to come, whether 
you're a lifer or have only tangentially 
heard of the series, what Erikson has 
managed to create is a testament to 
modem epic fantasy and human longevity. 
Honourable mentions: Wise Man's 
Fear -Patrick Rothfuss, A Dance With 
Dragons- George R.R. Martin 
Cellar. If not, eat at home and head to The 
Vogue or Doolin's Irish Pub later in the 
evening for more festive fare. 
,... 
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Hard Times Hit Parade! 
Uplifting in our creative depression 
"Be prepared to step into another world," 
is something of what the sign outside the 
door of the Russian Hall in Strathcona 
read. The world is that of a 1930's 
Dance Marathon. The Dusty Flowerpot 
Cabaret has put together a collaborative 
"Theatrical Extravaganza" that showcases 
the talents of many local artists. This 
is what pleased me the most about the 
show (other than the pure innovation and 
entertainment that it was). 
In September I had heard about 
magician Travis Bernhardt performing at 
the Fringe Festival . That same month I 
had seen the band "Maria in the Shower" 
busking on Granville Island- a man 
playing the trumpet stood on his fellow 
band member's cello and belted. This 
same magician, and this same band, 
along with over one hundred different 
performers and volunteers, provided 
the sultry and boppin' vaudevillian 
atmosphere for the show. 
The 30's presented us with the Great 
Depression, and many curious offsets that 
it created. One of these offsets were Dance 
Marathons-endurance contests where 
people would dance non-stop for months 
to win a grand prize (don't worry, they got 
seven minute breaks every hour) . 
In "The Hard Times Hit Parade," 
written and directed by Kat Single-Dain, 
we follow the journeys of the contestant 
and the producers of the marathon. Uncle 
Rex, the host and producer of this "Dance 
Marathon of the Century," is played by 
Douglas College's own David McMurray-
Smith, who teaches movement in the 
Theatre Department. (McMurray-Smith 
is one of the artists in the show with over 
thirty-five years experience performing.) 
Throughout this gruelling journey, 
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we see the dancer's exhaustion turn to 
hallucination. Mind of a Snail Puppet 
Co. uses overhead projections to give 
us insight into the hearts and minds of 
the dancers as their confidence begins to 
crumble. Silhouettes of the actors behind 
sheets typing letters to their mothers, 
brushing their teeth, or having a shower 
give us insight into the backstage lives of 
the contestants. When the contestants are 
forced to sleep in front of the audience, 
their hallucinations come alive in the 
form of giant puppets controlled by the 
"sleeping" actors, with the illusion that the 
puppets are pulling the dancers out of bed. 
In a partic!llarly beautiful scene, one 
of the contestants does a dance suspended 
inside of a giant circus ring. Another 
dances with a coat rack. The magnitude 
of talent and innovation in this production 
is difficult to sum up. The show touches 
on some of the socio-economic issues that 
have remained current since the decade 
preceding World War IT in a witty way. It 
touches on the desperation of people who 
simply wanted to win a few bucks in a 
way that would almost make us believ~ 
they were doing it for fun. 
"Hard Times Hit Parade" pumps 
some life into the Vancouver scene 
dominated by mainstream, often creatively 
drained, theatre. I've seen " progressive" 
theatre like this, but never on such a large 
scale. I was inspired by all the artists that 
were resilient enough to create original art 
in these "hard times." Now let's suppot1 
them! They need to eat too! 
What you need to know: 
Who - Dusty Flowerpot Cabaret 
What - Hard Times Hit Parade 
Where - The Russian Hall 
When- February 24 - March l8ffhurs -
Sun@ 8:00pm 
Twelfth Night 'or What You Will' 
Not just another take on this Douglas-presented Shakespeare comedy 
Angela Espinoza 
Arts Reviewer 
W hen initially entering the set of Twelfth Night, the first thing you'll notice is an -ominous 
blue glow. Images of an open sea are 
brought to life by the streams of light 
flowing against them. Silhouetted by this 
scene is a lone, hanging swing centered 
on the stage. As the gentle sounds of the 
ocean build, they morph into crashing 
waves and roars of thunder. Two figures 
appear, again silhouetted, clambering to 
the swing as they desperately reach out 
for each other, eventually separated by the 
violent storm. 
In this rendition of the classic 
Shakespeare piece, the stagecraft 
department has once again outdone itself. 
The passage of time is shown by the use 
of budding flowers and colourful leaves 
that fall consistently throughout. Light 
fluidly moves scenes from day to night, 
and always highlights the actions at hand. 
When the scene is in neither Orsino's or 
Olivia's court, the stage becomes a grand 
and gallant forest for which the characters 
often play or hide in. However, the 
Kingdom of lllyria, despite its beauty and 
changing form , is still just setting for its 
largely exuberant cast. 
Each character is paired with a 
memorable performance by the play's 
many talented actors. Viola/Cesario 
(Sarah Canero), the Duke Orsino (Marc 
Williams), and (amongst other personas) 
Curio (Jonathan Hamilton) are presented 
with the daunting task of having to remain 
sane amidst the actions of their frightfully 
zany pe~ts. While the wealthy and lovely 
Lady Olivia (Andrea Ashton) impetuously 
pines for 'Cesario's ' love, her drunken 
uncle Sir Toby Belch (Sean Noll), along 
with his pals, Sir Andrew Aguecheek 
(Charlie Black), Maria (Erica Heim), 
"Fabian (Sara Hutchings), and the musical 
Feste the Jester (Lara Deglan), devises 
a cruel practical joke on Olivia's proud 
servant, Malvolio (Michael Bortolin). 
As things begin to spin out of control, 
Viola's twin brother Sebastian (Joshua 
Ackermann) appears with friend Antonio 
(Leonardo Samuel), only to cause more 
mischief for the kingdom. 
Under the direction of Thrasso Petras, 
Twelfth Night takes on a vision of its own 
in this new Douglas production. When not 
greeted by the soothing voice of Deglan, 
who accompanies the play's songs with 
acoustic guitar, various cast members will 
jump right into the audience, presenting 
us with not so much a soliloquy, but a 
conversation, so to speak. Despite the 
recurring themes and images of cruelty, 
the show at heart is a light and hilarious 
love story. There is an impeccable wit 
carried by the many actors in this show, 
and their personalities are matched only 
by their uniquely designed costumes. An 
excellent production by all those involved, 
and may the follow-up performances be as 
fun and exciting as the first. 
Artistic Endeavours: 
Vancouver's International Dance Festival and other spring events. 
By Stephanie Trembath, 
Life and Style Editor 
Around this time of year, students are faced with a bittersweet agenda , caught up in warmer 
weather promises, and in-between the 
relief of midterms , and prepping for 
exams . While I find the fall semester 
much easier to deal with (thanks to the 
combined effects of rain and daylight 
savings) spring semesters are not quite 
as easy to burrow into the books; which 
is why I hold promises over my own 
head to accomplish essays and study. lf 
I do "A" I will receive "B". Perfect, it's 
a math lesson and motivating all at the 
same time. 
Everyone needs a break from the 
books, or a reward for good marks, or 
something to instigate a sense of relief 
and recovery over the weekend. There 
are a few sweet treats and annual events 
coming to Vancouver this spring, so 
whether you deserve a break or are 
looking for something to splurge on 
after a semester of all-nighters and 
studying, Vancouver has more than just 
bars and good restaurants to offer. For 
those artistic souls who may be craving 
some inspiration or for those of you who 
want to experience something new on 
a Saturday evening other than a night 
at the pub, or dinner with friends at the 
trademarked "Earls" on Friday after 
work. 
1) The Vancouver 
International • 
Dance Festival: 
Hosted at Yale 
towns Roundhouse, 
VIDF showcases 
the talent from 
dance companies 
all over the world, 
including Vancouver, 
Montreal, Spain, 
Japan, and 
Switzerlaqd. Tickets 
for performances 
may be a little pricy 
for students, but the 
first theatre event 
is free with your 
purchase of a $3 
membership card. 
The VIDF runs from 
March 1-19. 
2) Perfonn~nces at 
The Clutch: 
Vancouver's 
contemporary 
theatre always has 
a wide selection 
of playwrights and 
events going on, but 
this spring George 
Orwell's dystopic 
"1984" is taking the 
stage. We all had 
to read it in high 
school, and while I 
prefer Orwell's dry 
writing style, this is 
a chance to see his 
story performed Jive 
if you didn't enjoy 
the novel. "1984" 
is performed at The 
Clutch from March 
24-April3, with 
two for one tickets 
opening night. 
3) Wonderland: 
If you have a soft spot for 
dance, the Royal Winnipeg 
ballet is showcasing 
Wonderland; a ballet all about 
Alice's adventures. The stage 
is at the Queen Elizabeth 
Theatre with performances 
from March 24- March 26. 
Cheap seats are $62. 
Ufe and stYle 
Cookie-cutter culture: 
How to be unique in a commercial driven world 
By Stephanie Trembath, 
Life and Style Editor 
W hile fashion is a mode of cultural and artistic expression, it is also subject to the 
commercialization of ideas so that the 
artistry and beauty of the pieces and ideas 
of the designer are usually lost or, more 
realistically, unattainable to the middle 
class Madame. The world will keep 
turning regardless of our action here on 
earth, but money drives the economy, so if 
you' re not producing any value or earning 
a profit, maintaining a comfortable and 
healthy existence is impossible. Sure, you 
could survive on the streets, living off 
the pennies people toss into your cap and 
scavenging food and other recycled items 
from garbage's or the salvation army, but 
the capitalist society's mantra revolves 
around money; making it, spending it, 
abusing it, or squandering it. 
Many designers and aspiring 
fashionista's disregard the ridiculous 
trends and fads that circulate the fashion 
industry, and opt to stick to their own 
inspirations. Unfortunately, these designer 
pieces are usually way out of price range 
and, for the average babe on a budget, it is 
easier to shop at H&M and other standard 
labels than it is to design your own outfit. 
The time, effort and money it takes to 
create one personalized shirt doesn't 
compare to the funky piece you will pick 
up at Urban Outfitters, Aritzia, or Old 
Navy. The marketing strategies and mass 
production used by large labels makes it 
easier and cheaper to purchase the same 
shirt as the girl sitting in front of you, so 
unless you are a babe with a ton of time 
on your hands, you unfortunately wind up 
looking like everyone else. 
Cookie-cutters; those who lack 
originality or distinction, and look or dress 
the same. Seemingly impossible to escape 
as you may like you are able to classify 
ever brazen babe that struts down the 
street by what she is wearing, and had the 
misfortune of wearing similar outfits and 
exact pieces as your friends. I personally 
bate when this happens, although I 
cannot help it. Fashion, like any form of 
. art, is driven by the cOnstant integration 
of inspiration and collaboration with 
others; drawing ideas from other people 
and designers, trying new things, and 
rehashing the past are all involved in how 
we construct newer forms of art. Fashion 
is just one small piece of this artistic 
framework. 
Fashion is like a revolving door; 
it starts off in one place, but eventually 
winds up coming full circle. While 
following the latest trend or hot piece/ 
color of the month that has spontaneously 
taken over the cover of VOGUE or ELLE 
is a great way to start building your own 
signature style, fashion is about doing your 
own thing and rocking out the same pieces 
that make you unique from anyone else. 
Bright red, coral orange, and 
turquoise appear to be the "hot colors" 
this spring; while bold yellows and greens 
were the "It" thing last season, there is a 
completely new turnover each year to get 
the middle class consumer to buy more 
newer, better, brighter brands and colors. 
Remember, money makes the world go 
round. I spotted a pair of bright cherry 
red pants in this month's VOGUE, which 
oddly enough, I already own. Three years 
ago I bought an atrociously bright pair of 
skinny jeans at Miss Sixty, which were 
"out" for the last two years and are now 
"in style". My bright coral orange wallet, 
which hasn't attracted any attention for the 
last three or so years, all of a sudden is the 
"it" piece of my spring collection. 
This clever idea, which is utilized by 
many commercial industries, of churning 
colors on the color wheel from super 
popular and trendy, to outcast and ugly, is 
merely one more way to get you to spend 
more of your hard earned money. While 
many large companies advocate against a 
cookie-cutter clan, and try to sell the idea 
of individuality, such as Urban Outfitters, 
this is just another tactic to sell their 
clothes. The idea of individualism is much 
more enticing, and comes with a higher 
price. 
To create your own signature 
style, and be the outlandish and unique 
individual you want to share with the 
world, pick your own signature pieces and 
your own key· colors to express yourself. 
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lffe and StY~e 
Stephanie Trembath 
LJfe and Ed~or 
I f any week was one to experience the most distress in my lacking-in-~me lifestyle, this last one would be 1t. 
Sunday night, after an eleven hour work 
day and dinner with my parents (yes , 
my life is as engaging and fun-filled as 
it sounds) , I arrived to my sweet little 
bachelorette pad to discover that the entire 
house had been emptied of all furniture , 
appliances , and cooking utensils . The 
on-going battle of ownership in the 
house I live at has ended , and out of 
pre-menstrual spite (the last owner was 
female), every last fork, spoon, and chair 
was taken from my home. Funny that the 
first thing that went through my head was 
"thank GOD she didn't take the vacuum". 
Because I had nothing to cook with, 
let alone a plate to eat on, my first step 
was to purchase the common supplies 
to forge a meal for myself. Now, I am 
cultured and experienced in shopping for 
clothes and other superficial accessories, 
however I am completely and utterly 
clueless when it comes to providing for 
a kitchen. First of all, I value my hard 
earned money and do not like buying 
cheap items that will not serve their . 
function or do the job properly, so gomg 
to Value Village or the Dollar Store for 
my plates, pots and pans like my mother 
suggested was not going to do. I am not 
a total snob, so off to Zellers I went to 
buy the most affordable and most reliable 
cook-wear. 
Well dear readers, did you know that 
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two small cooking saucepans cost $70? 
Because I sure did not. That price will 
pay for two weeks of gas , or a months ' 
worth of groceries (not that I could eat 
anyway), or more importantly, a new pair 
of pants. In any case, I added two small 
KitchenAid, non-stick sauce pans to my 
cart and wheeled on to find that a cheese 
grader is $5.99, a stirring spoon $8.99, 
and a kettle $29. My toaster was the only 
deal I found, and I got the cheapest one I 
could find at $20. 
I also realized that microwaves 
are the absolute most ridiculous thing a 
person could ever purchase. Not only are 
they bad for you and may possibly cause 
cancer, but they cost nearly $100! What is 
that all about, since when does punching a 
button to heat food cost that much? I miss 
my easy re-heated dinners, but not for 
$100. Since my kitchen shopping spree, I 
have found myself interested in dressing 
up the cupboards; which really means I 
have replaced my shopping addiction for 
clothes with cups and cake-pans. 
On a slightly brighter side, I have 
decided to bite the bullet and pay off and 
chop up my last and final credit card. 
And I have resolved to not purchase any 
clothes or accessories that are made in 
China for reasons I will elaborate on in 
my next article. Stay tuned dear readers , 
because by then end of March this 
petite damsel in a deficit will hopefully 
progressed back to a babe on a budget, 
and who ,knows, maybe this article will 
take a fast turn into how to be a little Ms. 
Martha Stuart in the kitchen with all my 
supplies. 
Well, maybe not Martha Stuart, she 
ended up in jail, but Rachael Ray or one 
of those kitchen savvy queens. 
Try our New 
Grab N Go Deli for Lunchl 
DlsCIIII Clllllllle Ctmlllllll Wllllllllllllr tfters. 
Cut Out This Ad for 
10% Ol.Pl.Pf 
By Matthew VIsser 
Canadians have had this stereotypical crown put over their heads as being nice people. 
Canada is the country where people 
will hear the words "please" and "thank 
you" like echoes throughout the streets, 
hearing someone yelling on the top of 
a mountain for everyone to hear. And I 
can say that I try and put the effort out to 
say these two simple words as much as 
I can. When I ride the bus I hear almost 
every person when they get off say thank 
you to the bus driver for getting them 
to their destination . But it's funny that 
this is the bus driver's job and he will be 
doing this even if the passengers don't say 
thank you. But I guess this is what makes 
Canadians, well, Canadian. And I guess 
this is where we Canadians have got 
this stereotype. And I say this is a good 
stereotype and what makes the world see 
us differently from our cousins to the 
south. 
Maybe we as Canadians living in 
this great country, and living in British 
Columbia, are as nice as the world wants 
us to be and also as nice as we need to 
be to the world . As I see it however, we 
can be as nice as we want to the world 
and our foreign cousins and friends 
and neighbours; we need to be nicer 
to ourselves. Canadians have a way of 
forgetting about how we can be cruel to 
other Canadians . 
I don' t mean that we don't care or 
don't pay attention to the world that is 
around us . It is just that when Canadians 
watch the news, especially local news , 
that news stations focuses on local events 
of the day, and then onto global news . 
Global does this and whenever I watch 
it, the first forty minutes of news is about 
the destruction of mankind on himself 
and the left over twenty minutes is full of 
very helpful weather, sports, and traffic. 
But within the forty I don 't see enough 
news about Canada as a whole. And this 
is where, I think, non-Canadians, possibly 
even Canadians, think of themselves as 
nice people. 
Now it is time to talk about how truly 
wrong this is. I have, for this newspaper 
article, cut out articles from multiple 
newspapers from around the province and 
looked at the sections labelled "Canada" 
or Canadian News" and sadly,just like the 
forty minutes of news on the television, 
is all a bunch of terribly harsh, real acts 
done by Canadians onto other Canadians. 
And to think, I thought we were nice 
people. 
One story from Toronto came out 
about a husband and wife who had forced 
their senior mother to live in their garage 
since November. The woman is 68 years 
old, is in life threatening condition and 
is in hospital with severe frostbite. Apart 
from this , the woman was not given 
enough food and had to use a portable 
toilet, which had not been changed for 
some time. Over this, it is estimated that 
between four and ten percent of Canada's 
seniors' experience some kind of abuse, 
which through this story, is clearly 
unacceptable and is something that needs 
to be looked into with more detail. 
Another account features border 
officer Daniel Greenhalgh, who took 
four women aside during April to May in 
separate incidents and stripped searched 
them without consent, sexually touching 
three of them. Now, when I heard this 
story I first though that this guy has the 
biggest balls to try and go through with 
this, let alone four times, and also really 
does not like his job or wants to know 
what it must be like to live in a jail cell. 
Because, really, who when they read this 
article, which is only a few months old, 
thought this guy was going to get away 
with this? 
My last example is another BC 
story about three men charged with 
having a child pornography ring with 57 
total children. These men were part of a 
worldwide scandal, having a total of 218 
charges against people who were a part of 
the child pornography ring. The children, 
boys and girls, are of all ages, but some 
were as young as four. The three men who 
were arrested by Vancouver police, in my 
opinion, need to see multiple shrinks and 
specialists to try and figure out why they 
find this a satisfying way to live life and 
how to understand that doing this destroys 
a young child's psyche and ability to grow 
up normal within society. 
So I guess what I am really trying 
to get across is that individually, like 
every other person on this planet, we are 
all capable of doing terrible things . The 
examples I have written of are only four 
that occurred in Toronto and throughout 
the Lower Mainland. Canadians are 
capable of doing terrible things to each 
other and I guess that as a people, we 
don't see that the stereotype that we have 
from the world is just as easily stripped 
from us when we hurt and cause pain to 
other Canadian. 
I guess Canadians are just not as 
nice to each other as we are to the rest of 
the world. I guess we can now have the 
stereotype that Canadians, when we go 
to other peoples' house for dinner we are 
so polite and properly behave, but when 
we come home we raise hell and hurt our 
family members. My mom used to hate 
this when she heard fwas like this when I 
was growing up. I was a wonderful kid at 
other peoples' homes but a horrible child 
when I was at my own home. I guess I am 
a stereotypical Canadian. 
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An article not about Charlie Sheen 
Jacey Gibb 
optnions editor 
Oh Charlie Sheen, I never meant for it to come to this. While I enjoy making little jabs about 
your personal life and frequently use 
TWo and a Half Men as a reference point 
for lowest of the low, I never knew my 
personal belittlement of you would drive 
you towards your own public meltdown 
or win-down or whatever you want to 
call it. You can piss in some freshly fallen 
powder, scoop it up and call it a snow 
cone, but its still piss. 
Enough talk about this benevolent 
golden boy though, as that's actually 
what this article is about. Chances are 
by now you've already heard or seen 
every Charlie Sheen meme, parody and 
video remix out there; and that worries 
me a great deal . Thanks to the viral 
community, celebrity gossip spreads 
faster than an STI and I'm amazed at how 
people eat it up as if it were approaching 
some kind of expiration date. 
How is it that people can make a 
living by running around Hollywood 
taking snapshots of which celebrity 
frequented a frozen yogurt stand or who 
was seen carrying groceries to their car? 
I would go as far as to call this obsession 
with celebrities unhealthy, and the Charlie 
Sheen debacle is a clear example of that. 
Why is so mucb ioterest sbowo io a mao 
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that is thousands of kilometres away and 
has no real impact upon our lives? 
I'm fairly name savvy when it comes 
to Hollywood personnel, don't get me 
wrong. I usually know the casts of films 
and can tell you what else the actors have 
been in, but that's because that kind of 
information is relevant. No, I don't know 
who was recently spotted snuggling up to 
who at the Oscars after-party and I don't 
care. 
Lots of people undergo rnidlife crises 
or have 'awakenings' in which they make 
radical changes to their lifestyles, but to 
have daily coverage in the Metro seems 
excessive, no? Celebrities use these 
mediums to gain publicity, whether good 
or bad, and it clearly works. Whenever a 
new scandal hits the press, it plagues the 
media for weeks. The other day in my 
history class, instead of paying attention 
to the lecture, I saw a girl on her laptop 
browsing Charlie Sheen's Wikipedia 
page. How can people allow this kind of 
material to distract them from their real 
lives and stuff that actually matters, like 
passing a course? 
The easy solution to dealing with 
these celebrity antics and pop culture 
fanaticisms is as easy as this: stop caring. 
If people stop buying magazines like Star 
and tuning into shows like Entertainment 
Tonight, then the industry might stop 
turning out crap like this. It's my feeling 
that maybe if we all politely ignore Mr. 
Sheen, he'D go away. 
As bought by Jacey: Chia Pets 
'As seen on TV' product evaluations 
T his Chia Pet-centric article will mark the third edition of 'As bought by Jacey' and I must say, 
I've been enjoying the hell out of this 
column. I feel like the sole voice in a 
corrupt, corporation-controlled world, 
where the integrity of the press has been 
severely compr~mised, leaving me as 
the last trustworthy source to guide you 
on whether or not an 'As seen on TV' 
product is worth those two easy payments 
of nine ninety five. 
My imagined ego aside, these articles 
have been a learning experience for 
me too. lt's been nice to gain first-hand 
knowledge over what lives up to all the 
hype and what doesn't, especially since 
there are always so many conflicting 
word-of-mouth reviews. 
The following is a day-by-day 
tracking of my Chia Pet's growth . I tried 
this thing once before and it didn't work 
out like the commercials suggested, but a 
second trial seemed fair, considering my 
incompetence could have played a part in 
past failure. And away we go! 
Day One- Of course nothing has 
happened. What did you expect? It's only 
been a day. Get your head out of your ass. 
Day Two- Whoa! After only forty 
eight hours, the once dormant seeds on 
my Chia Pet's head have erupted in an 
anarchy of blossom! But not really. I 
think the instructions said it wouldn't start 
growing for a couple of days so we'll see 
how tomorrow works. 
Day Three- Signs of life! Several 
seeds have begun to sprout what look like 
white tadpoles. And to think my grade 
three homeroom teacher said I would 
never amount to anything! Score: Mrs . 
Smeaton- 1 Jacey- owner of a flourishing 
Chia Pet 
Day Four- Numerous of the seed-
tadpoles have turned from white to green 
and are growing at a satisfactory rate. If 
only these things grew within seconds like 
they do in the commercials. 
Day Five- Very mild growth occurred 
overnight. In other exciting news, I 
sh~pooed my beard this morning! 
Day Six- The majority of the seeds 
have sprouted green and a few are even 
eerily growing directly outwards, away 
from the grooves of the Chia Pet's head, 
seemingly yearning for independence. I 
noticed that tbe seeds on the very top of 
the planter haven't sprouted at all yet, 
similar to my last experience. Perhaps 
male pattern baldness runs in the family? 
Day Seven- A season of Community 
on Netflix and seven days later, my Chia 
Pet is still making progress towards being 
the miracle product I fell in love with in 
the commercials, but it's already evident 
how patchy the growth will be. The seeds 
on top still haven't bloomed while ones at 
the bottom are already an inch long. 
. Final Rating: C. One could argue 
it's unfair to grade after only seven days, 
but I am able to combine the results so far 
with the Chia Pet experience I had prior 
to this . During that time a few months 
ago, the Chia Pet ended up with mould by 
the time it had actually begun to bloom. I 
guess it lived up to the slogan 'the pottery 
that grows', even though it didn't specify 
what exactly it would be growing, so I 
can't really call shenanigans. Ch-ch-ch-
cheapskates. 
Hammer's Mark: The "Don't buy gas on April 15" group 
Does a day make a difference? 
By Jeff Hammersmark 
T hose of you who frequent Face book, which is probably all of you, have probably seen 
an event titled "Don't Buy Gas on 
April15" pop up. As usual, when gas 
prices explode, so too does public anger 
towards oil companies, gas stations, and 
anyone else whom people believe to be 
responsible for the gouging. It shouldn't 
be surprising that people are quick to 
point the finger at "oil companies". 
After all, they rake in billions of dollars 
in profits every year from selling us a 
product. that we literally cannot, as a 
society, live without. In that sense, some 
people go as far as comparing them to 
tobacco companies, unethically making 
money off of an addictive product. Of 
course, it's not as simple as blaming the 
oil companies; there are many variables 
in the equation that ·determines the price 
of gas, many of which the market itself 
is to blame for. Since this effort to "sock 
it to the oil companies" on April 15 is 
becoming so popular, it'$ fair to say I'd 
be wasting my breath trying to convince 
you that it's partially our fault. So I 
won't. 
The only real solution to the gas 
price shock is to use less gas. Using 
less gas decreases demand, which in 
turn increases supply, which in turn 
forces prices to drop. It also saves you 
money, is better for the environment, 
reduces air pollution, and funnels your 
money into transportation alternatives 
and infrastructure. After commenting 
on the "Don't Buy Gas" event's page on 
Facebook, I was messaged by a guy who 
created a compt:ting group, "Alternative 
Transport Day" . He is proposing that 
instead of not buying gas on April 15, 
we all use less gas instead. Once you 
understand the futility of not buying gas 
on one particular day, it seems obvious 
which of the two events has the greatest 
potential impact. As I'm writing this, 
the "Don't Buy Gas onApril15" event 
has 413,856 people "attending", while 
"Alternative Transport Day" has 606. So 
much for common sense prevailing. 
What I'm trying to shine the 
spotlight on here is the current public 
attitude towards fuel and fuel prices. 
Clearly, many people are upset enough 
to want to take action against climbing 
fuel prices. When it comes to actually 
taking action though, most people seem 
content to just click a button and sit 
back. I understand that people join these 
groups out of a combination of emotion 
and, dare I say it, ignorance, and that 
many will likely not even follow through 
with avoiding the pump onApril15. 
The fact that 400,000 people made a 
conscious decision to click "yes" on 
the event though, tells me that there is a 
lot of potential energy sitting out there 
behind the computer monitors. There are 
400,000 people who believe in the idea 
that we can collectively have an impact 
on the bottom line of oil companies. 
I'm mostly an optimist, so I can't 
help but imagine just how much less 
gas would be used on Apri115 if those 
400,000 people, instead of driving 
past the gas pump, instead chose not 
to drive at all. Perhaps , if only for a 
day, it would send the message that the 
average consum~r doesn't need gas as 
much as it seems we do. That we do 
have alternatives, and we're not afraid to 
switch to them when prices get high, or 
corporate profits get too disgusting. 
I may be an optimist, but I try not 
to let myself slip into naivety too often. I 
understand why "Don't Buy Gas on April 
15" is hugely popular, and I understand 
why "Alternative Transport Day" is not. 
In all likelihood, nothing will become 
of either groups, andApri115 will pass 
unnoticed by anybody. All I can hope is 
that these 400,000 plus people, likely to 
be closer to a million by the time the day 
rolls around, won't lose their interest in 
making a difference, and that at some 
point they are exposed to the information 
they need to guide that desire in a 
positive and meaningful direction. 
I also take it as a good sign that over 
200,000 people sard they would not take 
part in the event; while that is undoubtedly 
made up of a lot of people who simply 
clicked "no" on a spam invite, that's still 
encouraging. If you're on Facebook, take a 
look for yourself at the groups. If you drive, 
consider taking part in Alternative Transport 
Day: While it may not tum into a global 
phenomenon, you'll still likely be saving 
money and doing something positive for 
yourself, your community, and the world. 
It's just another small step you can take 
towards being a more responsible global 
citizen. 
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lnsunicient IFunJds: Finger painting 
It's finger paintin' good 
By Jacey Glbb 
No matter how I approach this article, it's still going to come across as strange to some of you . 
This is probably because it's an article 
written by a twenty year old male who 
is encouraging y~u to finger paint, even 
though it is probably something you 
haven' t done since kindergarten. But 
I assure you, this article is completely 
sincere. 
It all started a couple of months 
ago when I needed a Christmas present 
for a friend living in Alberta. I needed 
something cheap that was transportable 
within an envelope, but something more 
memorable than a Chinese food take-
out brochure. I also like giving crap 
that's sentimental, creating the illusion 
that something means a Jot more than 
however much I actually spent on it, so 
it appeared some form of craft was to be 
my weapon of choice. • 
However, when I went to the Dollar 
Where is winter at? 
Daze to replenish my stockpile of pipe 
cleaners and googly eyes, my focus was 
shifted to a book of finger paint paper. 
Confused as to how this variation of 
paper would be any different than the 
regular kind, I realized that sending my 
friend an original Jacey Gibb finger 
painting was the perfect holiday gift. Ten 
minutes later, I walked out armed with an ' 
arsenal of coloured paints and a booklet 
of paper. 
Finger painting's main strength lies 
within its complete lack of sophistication. 
Since we were younger, we were 
encouraged by social nolillS to avoid 
using our hands on various occasions 
("Don't eat with your hands!': "Don' t 
touch that!") but this form of fleshy 
contact is encouraged with finger 
painting. Once you get over the weirdness 
of using your hands as brushes, finger 
painting is an activity oozing with raw 
simplicity. Chances are your fingertips 
aren't fine-point, further removing the 
need for specific detailing. With that 
People need to cool down when It comes to the forecast 
By Matthew VIsser 
R emember back in October when it was predicted that it was going to be the worst winter ever in the 
Lower Mainland? Well, so fltr I've been 
left wondering: where is this winter? I 
know we have gotten a couple dumps of 
snow over the past few months, but it was 
only ever a couple of inches. If this was 
the winter that the weather stations and 
meteorologists warned us about, I say 
check your charts again and go out east 
to see what a real Canadian winter looks 
like because this forecasted weather never 
came. 
It's almost as if when snow is 
predicted to fall in large amounts, 
everyone switches to panic mode and 
forgets that they live in the Vancouver 
area, where as soon as it warms up 
slightly, it will rain and the snow will 
magically go away. Shocking, I know, 
but as I think every person who has 
lived in the Lower Mainland for some 
time knows, we don't know how to 
drive in winter conditions or how to deal 
with snow when it comes. Even when 
it snows only a few inches, my mother 
immediately wants to have the driveway 
shovelled. And you know what? She's 
14 
not alone, as everyone on my street does 
the same thing. All I can do is think about 
the past two winters I have spent out east 
and how people here could learn from the 
people over there, who brave true cold 
Canadian winters, either happily or with 
factor taken out, you're allowed to focus 
more on the creation and execution 
instead. I didn't see finger painting in 
such a light when I was five, but my 
admiration for it is as glowing as ever. 
One of my new favourite things to 
do these days is to put on some Dandy 
Warhols, cover my bedroom floor with 
Philosophy 1101 notes from last semester 
(they finally serve a purpose!) and then 
go to town, creating blotc~y scenic 
spite. 
I was one of the people who did it 
with spite until I learned what an eastern 
Canadian can offer people who are only 
willing to listen. People here embrace 
winter by driving up to the mountains 
landscapes complete with handprint 
trees. Anyone can be a finger paint artist, 
granted you ·Still have your upper limbs 
intact. It's okay if you don't find the idea 
of finger painting appealing though. I'll 
let you get back to your Jersey Shore 
reruns now. 
Damage: If you go to the right dollar 
store, you can get a set of vario~s paints 
and some specialty paper for fewer than 
fifteen dollars. 
and taking advantage of the recreational 
activities winter offers those with money. 
Sadly, I don't have money, but my heart 
still jumped in excitement when I heard 
that an eastern Canadian winter was 
corning. For once in my life I would be 
able to ice skate and built forts in the 
massive hills of snow that would be 
created thanks to the bobcats hired by 
malls and townhouse districts. 
Wait a minute though. None of this 
actually happened! The winter we got 
came and went, even making an attempt 
at a comeback, but then left again as 
soon as it did. The snow didn 't even stay 
long enough to let me and my friend go 
drifting in his car at the Costco parking 
lot. It just ended being the usual wet, 
coastal winter that we've all come to 
know. 
So next time you're freaking out 
about snow in the predicted forecast, 
don't. Instead, think about how much 
worse it is everywhere else in Canada 
during this time of the year. I bet they 
wish they had the warm, wet winters that 
we have over here. I know I'll continue 
to appreciate our weather and I hope that 
the snow sticks to the mountains and not 
to our cities or streets for the rest of this 
winter. 
WAR 
Bring on the rising gas prices 
By Matthew VIsser 
I t's back, the buck-thirty gas prices, and this time it will probably stay around longer than the last time it left. 
And I say let it come. I am not whatsoever 
surprised that gas prices have risen to the 
point they are at now, but I am surprised 
at how long it took to get here. Now,just 
think about this for a minute: gas is at its 
most expensive during the sunny days 
of summer. And prices have reached the 
price of what they were at last summer. 
Now you can probably blame a 
lot of reasons for the price of gas: the 
problems in the Middle East, there being 
too many drivers and cars on the road, the 
oil companies being cheap bastards and 
wanting more money, and the government 
getting a nice amount of pocket money 
from the oil companies in taxes. 
The rising prices in gas has made 
every driver grumble and make angry 
0 F faces, and probably swear a few times, when they got to the pump and had to fill up . But this is your own fault for owning a car and driving it as much as you do in the first place. Driving a car, whether for 
sixteen and can get their drivers license. 
Driving is a privilege and for every 
person to think that they can drive a car is 
wrong, and due to the amount of drivers 
on the road, you have all put yourselves in 
this situation. 
I am at a bit of a bias here as I don't 
own a car or drive. I ride a bike and take 
the bus. But I know that the rising gas 
prices will affect the bus prices too. I am 
just happy that as a student the U-Pass is 
coming next fall . 
I knew that after traveling the whole 
country from Vancouver to St. Johns 
and seeing the changes of gas prices 
from province to province and season to 
season, eventually the prices would rise 
and keep rising. Vancouver and St. Johns 
have the highest gas prices in the country, 
and the weird thing is these two cities are 
right beside the ocean. Think about it. 
On an environmental side, the rising 
gas prices might actually have people car 
pool, take public transit, or even ride a 
bike or walk to their destinations. I feel 
that with the rising gas prices people 
are going to have to make some hard 
decisions on how they are going to live 
their lives. My generation, the Mr. Fix It 
generation , as I call us , will have to make 
decisions for the future of where they 
work, where they live and how they live 
with getting around. 
Speaking of living in Vancouver, it 
has been named the third most expensive 
city to live in, worldwide. And with 
this statistic I feel that with the high gas 
prices, this is going to cause people to 
adapt to living away, possibly far away, 
like Chilliwack or Hope, for when they 
finally buy or rent a house and settle 
down. This is, however you look at it, 
inevitable and the sooner people see that 
the rising gas prices are the first sign to 
changing life styles; the better it will be 
for you to make you life one you want it 
to be. 
The rising gas prices, in all honesty, 
are a good thing. So whether you agree 
with me or are so un-happy about having 
to pay a buck-thirty to fill your gas tank 
up,just think about what kind of car you 
are driving and if you really need to go 
down town, or if you could walk, or ride 
a bike, or car pool to your destination. 
This is a sign that the lives we have all 
been living are going to change either for 
the better or the worse. I say learn now 
of how to get around without using a car 
because eventually, whether you are a 
poor student like myself, getting around 
by car by yourself is not going to happen. WoRDS ~~;~e~~~~1;e~l~~:; ;~~ ~:::~:~:u 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Rising gas prices? Well, not it I can help it 
By Daniel Burke 
We've seen the price of oil rise precipitously since the troubles began in Libya. We know 
that Libya produces barely two percent 
of the world's oil supply. However, a 
barrel of oil has risen 25% since the 
demonstrations and subsequent civil 
unrest in that country. Speculators warn 
us that this unrest may spread to other oil 
producing nations; therefore the increase 
in oil futures is reasonable. 
I find it very unreasonable that 
the industrial nations of the world's 
economies are subject to the damage 
of rampant inflation due to a limited 
number of speculators who massage the 
price of oil to a level totally unrealistic 
compared to supply. The U.S. has huge oil 
reserves stockpiled which, under normal 
circumstances, would drive the price of 
a barrel down. Supply and demand is the 
normal equation under which we operate 
to determine the cost of commodities. The 
United States is currently suffering the 
effects of the most severe recession since 
the early 1980's. Housing starts are at an 
all time low while bank foreclosures are at 
an all time high. Bankruptcies are up and 
GD.P. is down. Unemployment remains a 
major impediment to recovery while state 
and local governments are facing drastic 
cutbacks to stave off possible failures. 
Canada's economy is still directly 
affected by the conditions south of our 
border. We managed to avoid the worst 
of the economic downturn by having 
amazingly conservative, yet brilliantly 
foresighted, banking regulations, and a 
relatively low national debt. We were able 
to stimulate our economy in the short term 
by huge fiscal deficit financing . We are 
and have been one of the best examples 
world-wide of fiscal responsibility. These 
conditions are rapidly changing. 
Recovery in Canada is slipping into 
a malaise that is beginning to feel like the 
strategy we employed was only to delay 
the inevitable. Employee earnings remain 
flat while the cost of living is rising 
steadily. All levels of government are 
attempting to find new sources of revenue 
to lower their annual deficits while the 
level of household debt in Canada is at 
an historical all time high. Our economy 
is built on consumer spending while we 
Canadians are spending record sums on 
paying interest to financial institutions. 
The percentage of our incomes being 
spent to service debt serves no economic 
benefit outside of keeping financial 
institution's bottom lines healthy. Sure the 
real estate or products purchased help the 
economy, but paying from 3.5% to 21.5% 
and higher in interest suppresses our 
buying power. 
Canadians are only buying new cars 
because of free or near free financing, 
and other big ticket items are not 
selling. Retail discounting is happening 
in all sectors at all times of the year. 
Anecdotally businesses are telling me that 
sales are flat and only through reducing 
hours of work per employee or temporary 
layoffs are keeping the doors open and the 
lights on. 
Let's add to this scenario oil prices 
jumping by 25% in only a few weeks. 
The pundits are telling us to prepare for 
even higher prices once the driving season 
begins. The one commodity that is the 
most inflationary is oil. When gasoline 
and diesel prices rise everything else we 
sell rises also. Weston announced a five 
percent rise in all products in their stores 
beginning March 1, 2011. This is only 
the beginning. Everything we purchase, 
either in store or online, is delivered by 
ship, truck, train, plane or a combination 
of each. All these methods use primarily 
diesel fuel which is either the same price 
as gasoline or in some locations slightly 
higher. Every product and service is 
directly affected by the price of oil. 
If Canadians are already in debt to 
the point of desperation while all levels 
of governments are busy looking for 
new ways to squeeze another pint from 
us stones, how will this artificial and 
unnecessary round of inflation bleed an 
already wobbly and anaemic economy? 
While I believe that market forces 
rather than government policy should 
drive prices, there must be a mechanism 
to deal with speculators and professional 
money manipulators. As often as not 
excess regulations are an unnecessary 
burden on business. However, I feel sure 
that the protection of the average working 
person and business owner must be 
considered. The consequences of allowing 
current market forces complete control 
over energy prices without checks and 
balances are far too severe. 
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Canucks Corner 
Fighting against the odds 
By Josh Martin, Sports Editor 
With the regular season coming to a close, the Vancouver Canucks sit atop of the NHL 
standings with a total of 97 points as of 
last Friday. That puts them seven points 
up on the second best Philadelphia Ayers 
and 11 points ahead of the Detroit Red 
Wings, who are sitting at second position 
in the Western Conference. If all goes 
right, and the Canucks continue to play 
well down the stretch, they will capture 
their very first Presidents Trophy in 
franchise history. 
The-Presidents' Trophy is awarded 
to the NHL team that finishes the regular 
season with the most points and the best 
winning record. The winning team is 
guaranteed home-ice advantage in all four 
rounds of the Stanley Cup Playoffs and 
also receives $350,000 to be split among 
the team and players. Now that's quite a 
nice incentive. 
Since the Presidents' Trophy was 
established at the beginning of the 1985-
86 season, it has been awarded 24 times 
to just 14 different teams. No other team 
has accomplished this achievement more 
than the Red Wings, who are on the high 
end of the spectrum, taking home the 
award six separate times. 
Now, out of those 24 times that the 
best team in the NHL during the regular 
season won the Trophy, only seven times 
has the team gone all the way and won 
the Stanley Cup. Hmm ... l.nteresting. And 
in the last two years, the San Jose Sharks 
in 2009 and the Washington Capitals last 
season, the top teams didn't even make it 
past the· first round of the playoffs. 
It is a strange statistic that only seven 
out of 24 times have the top winning 
teams in the regular season gone on 
to win it all. That's a 29.2% winning 
percentage. Now I'm not saying if the 
Canucks did win the Presidents' Trophy 
they would be playing against odds. It's 
just a simple observation, that's all. A 
weird one might I add. You would think 
~- . 
that the top teams during the regular 
season would play stronger in the 
playoffs, but hockey doesn't work that 
way. It's unexpected and unpredictable 
with teams that barely make the playoffs 
beating out the number one seeded 
squads that were the favourites to win the 
playoffs. That has been evident in the past 
several years, with the Edmonton Oilers 
in 2006 beating out the Red Wings and 
in 2009 the Anaheim Ducks stunning the 
Sharks in six games. 
The Canucks are the favourites 
heading into the final weeks of the regular 
season and without a doubt this team has 
arguably the best line-up this francliise 
has ever seen. I know that it seems like 
every year when you read the local sports 
section in the paper they say, "This is our 
year," and you go, "they said that last 
year, and the year before," well, this year 
kicks ~l those other years asses. 
If they are to go all the way in the 
post-season anytime soon and take home 
the prize .. jt's going to be now or never. 
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NHL's disciplinary sucks 
By David Hollinshead 
L ast week, the Boston Bruins visited the Montreal Canadians in a game that the NHL disciplinary 
committee should've already had 
their eyes locked on, after in their last 
meeting, both teams had almost their 
entire benches in the penalty box, giving 
their lack of punishment towards Bruins 
defenseman Zdeno Chara for his hit on 
Canadians forward Max Pacioretty; The 
hit made anyone who was watching the 
game, highlights, or YouTube clips cringe. 
Both players were racing towards the 
puck at center ice, and as the puck was 
cleared, Chara hit Pacioretty face first into 
the boards, where_the wooden beam was 
standing, supporting the glass. The impact 
left Pacioretty with a severe concussion 
and a fractured vertebra in his neck. As he 
was writhing on the ice before showing 
no signs of life, Chara was handed a game 
misconduct. Canadians goaltender Carey 
Price said that he "was happy Patchy is 
still alive." 
The NHL decided to not suspend 
Chara. 
NHL Commissioner Gary Bettman 
cautioned against "over-legislating" head 
hits, and added, "Our hockey operations 
people are extraordinarily comfortable 
with the decision that they have made." 
He acknowledged the fact that it was 
a "horrific injury", but defended it by 
playing it off as a result of hockey 
evolving into such a "fast-paced physical 
game." A fast paced game even Pittsburgh 
Penguins owner and hall of farner Mario 
Lemieux may not even want to be a 
part of anymore. As the head hit count 
continues rise, bench brawls ensuing, 
and players getting away with a lot more 
than they should, Lemieux said that if the 
NHL doesn't start to tighten up with its 
punishments, he doesn't want a part of it. 
Air Canada, having charter deals with 
all six Canadian teams, and five American 
squads, sent a letter to the league 
demanding "immediate" and "serious" 
actions on head hits, prompted by the 
Chara hit. Bettman was not concerned 
J?y the threatened end to the sponsorship, 
saying-that "if they d~citle they need to 
do other things with their sponsorship 
dollars, that's their prerogative ... " 
The dark side of hockey was 
certainly made apparent in the press 
conference Thursday. A caucus was held 
to get American children more interested 
in the game of hockey; one kid marvelled, 
"I can hit people and not get in trouble." 
This has to be a slight worry for the 
league's future, if kids are growing up 
playing this game and they see it happen 
on TV, they are prone to do it in their own 
games. 
When pressed at the end of the event 
about devastating head hits, Bettman told 
reporters that the NHL considers player 
safety "a paramount concern." And he 
pointed out to an apparent trend this year. 
"What's interesting ... is that the rise 
in concussions off the preliminary data 
from this season seems to be coming 
from accidental events, collisions, players 
falling and banging into other things, not 
from head hits," he said, "And so before 
you over-legislate, because our players 
are pretty conscious of what they're 
allowed to do and not allowed to do, 
you've got to look at the source for .what 
the problem is." 
It sounds like Bettman isn't going 
to do anything about the rising number 
of concussions, which has been at an all-
time season high for weeks. Perhaps the 
problem is that there are just too many 
thug type players in the league, in which 
case the NHL ice should be increased 
to the size of Olympic regulation ice, 
making it bigger. That way, there is much 
more open ice for the speedy, skilled 
players to manoeuvre around the slower, 
thug players that are doing the cheap 
shots, and eventually all players will 
need to elevate their skill to play in the 
NHL and those cheap shot artists will be 
assimilated out of the league. 
United Rugby is open at Douglas 
By Josh Martin, Sports Editor 
U nited Rugby was established in 2005 as the product of the merger of two established clubs, Douglas 
College and Pocomo RFC. United 
Rugby provides all sorts of programs for 
men and women of all ages, skills, and 
abilities. 
There are three senior men's teams, 
three junior boys' teams, two senior 
women's teams, a junior girl's team, a 
18 
mini rugby program for children under 
the age of 14, and alumni and social club 
members. Games for all divisions are 
played on Saturdays with practices on 
Tuesdays on Thursdays. 
So basically if you like rugby you 
can join this club and play the sport, 
whether your nine years old or even 45. 
It's open to all ages. For more information · 
check them out at www.unitedrugby.ca 
and or on Facebook, search United Rugby 
Club for further details. 
NHL playoff ~pot predictions 
By Josh Martin, Sports Editor 
With the playoffs right around the corner, here's a look at the teams in the Western and 
Eastern Conferences fighting for their 
lives. 
The Western Conference is and has 
been a total traffic jam from the start of 
the season until now. From the fourth to 
the eleventh spot in the conference, it has 
been a back and forth battle with only 
four points separating the eight teams . 
Nashville (78 points), Anaheim (77), 
and Minnesota (77), are on the outside 
looking in with the Los Angeles Kings 
rounding out the final playoff spot with 79 
points. Here's how I predict the Western 
Conference will pan out. 
1-Vancouver Canucks 
2-San Jose Sharks 
3-Detroit Red Wings 
4-Chicago Blackhawks 
5-Pheonix Coyotes 
6-Dallas Stars 
7-Calgary Flames 
8-Nashville Predators 
The Eastern Conference on the other 
hand hasn't been nearly as crazy as the 
West but needless to say it has had its 
moments. Buffalo (74 points) and the 
New York Rangers (74) round out the 
seventh and eighth spots in the conference 
with Carolina (72), Toronto (68), and 
Atlanta (67) on the outskirts. New Jersey 
has had a miraculous comeback to a 
nightmarish year, going 20-5 in their last 
25 games, but it seems like it's a little 
too late for the veteran Brodeur's team. 
As much as I would like the Toronto 
Maple Leafs to make the playoffs and 
represent as a Canadian team, I don't 
think that the rookie goaltender James 
Reimer, "Optimus Reim," has it in him to 
backstop the Leafs into the final playoff 
spot. It's just not going to happen. 
Here are my Eastern Conference 
Predictions. 
1-Philadelphia Flyers 
2-Washington Capitals 
3-Boston Bruins 
4-Pittsburgh Penguins 
5-Montreal Canadians 
6-Tampa Bay Lightning 
7-New York Rangers 
8-Carrolina Hurricanes 
We're inviting 
B.C. youth to a conference 
in Vancouverfrom August 19-21~,. 2011 
-all expenses paid! 
If you're ag·ed 18-30, live in BC, and want to 
learn about transportation, sustainability and 
planning, apply to attend by January 31, 2011. 
See translink.ca/bcyouthsummit for full details! 
Solution 
2 8 3 4 6 9 7 1 5 
7 6 5 1 8 2 4 9 3 
1 9 4 3 5 7 8 6 2 
5 3 6 8 4 1 2 7 9 
8 2 1 7 9 5 3 4 6 
9 4 7 2 3 6 5 8 1 
6 7 9 5 2 4 1 3 8 
3 1 2 9 7 8 6 5 4 
4 5 8 6 1 3 9 2 7 
Last Ditch Effort I John Kroes 
WATCU tr. 
I(Yt.£t S4/P TO fJt 
CAReFUL. ~ ue 
5r/lkr~ TAI.J(Wf:i 
Ut<E TU4T. 
ACROSS 
2.1bis Canuck is a fonner Markham Waxer 
4. A Canuck from Marblehead 
5. Vancouver's reigning iron man 
S.Anew Canucks addition this year (and a B.C. native) 
13. Before coming to Vancouver be was an afterthought in Ottawa 
16. He was a silver medalist at the 1999 WJC's 
17. lf57 in your programs 
18 . 1bis Canuel< won back-to-back NCAA titles in the early OO's 
DOWN 
I . lbis Canuck was an American Olympian 
3. A Canuck who has suited up with four different NHL clubs before Vancouver 
5. He was just sent back tdthe Moose 
6.A Canuck who used to be a Kodiac and a Bulldog 
7 ."The NHL's current scoring leader 
9. lbis Canuel< hails from Herlev 
10. A Canuck belonging to the Triple Gold Club 
II . Vancouver picked him up at the deadline 
12.A Canuel< with an ivy league education 
14. This Canuck spent his junior days with the Montn:al. Rocket 
15. This Canuck was the 1041b overall selection in the 2002 eotly draft 
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November 2010 the Students' Union 
students voting 94% in favour of a ~;!~ ~~r voter turnout in our history with Douglas 
course of at least 3 credits and a ·n ~ ~· Congratulations! All students taki a 
All eBgable students wiH be.~ g ~nts Umon laos will participate in the ~ 
The ~uglas Students' Union 1s .,."': fD =~ ~ the IJ!"'I18111' you do not need fD sign ~. 
posstble. The contract is in th fi I e -pass Implemented for students as 
implement the program for the na stages of negotiation and the College aspires to soon as 
==================-==-==-==--==----==-::!_ -~-----=:__::~::::::___::_ e summer 2011 term. 
Hit the Button! 
Check out 
on line services 
Health & Dental Plan 
CHRONIC UNDERFUNDING 
HAS LEFT COLLEGES AND 
UNIVERSITIES RELYING 
lARGELY ON PRIVATE FUNDS, ~ 
KING THEM OPERATE ~ 
ORE LIKE A BUSINESS : 
THAN A PUBLIC SERVICE 
THIRlY YEARS AGO, PUBLIC 
FUNDING MADE UP OVER 85% 
OF UNIVERSilY BUDGETS. 
TODAY IT REPRESENTS JUST 
OVER 50%. OVER THE SAME 
PERIOD TUITION FEES MORE 
THAN QUADRUPLED. 
fcee 
~AOIAN FEDERATION Of STUDENTS 
F AATION CANADIENNE DES mowrre-s 
IE.._ ..... .II!! ... ts' Union Elections for 
Representative Committee 
Wed. Marc 
-........_ 
DSU Lounge 
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